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ABSTRACT
SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) and Automation are challenging in their own right, but managing a SCADA retrofit project in the municipal water/wastewater sector is particularly difficult. The combination of tight budgets, very short outages, and competing and contradictory requirements from Upper Management, Operations, and Maintenance will challenge even the most experienced Project Engineering Team.

This presentation identifies the myriad of problems posed by automation retrofit projects, and provides numerous suggestions to minimize risk and insure that the project comes in successfully, on time, and on budget. Areas for discussion include:

- Identifying the stake holders and understanding their needs
- Evaluating your available automation control system options and making an informed control system choice
- Techniques for handling wiring cutover to minimize outage time and reduce risk
- Methods to handle different I/O types – including digital busses and communication networks.
- Red Flags to look for when evaluating the existing system.
- Methods for documenting existing logic, and converting it to the new system
- Quality Control methods to insure the programming is error free and ready for start up
- Operator training methods to insure start up is as smooth as possible
- Possible process improvement options that can dramatically improve operations
- Cutover strategies

When executed correctly an automation retrofit project can go smoothly and pay for itself in weeks or months. If poorly planned, a project can generate interminable start up delays, lingering quality problems, and get you fired. This presentation is designed to help you make your project a success and keep your employment intact.
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